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Helvetia Calendar

Dec . 19 -- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Center,
12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program : Swiss
flight covers by Gerald Diamond.

Mar. 9-11 -- Helvetia exhibits at BEPEX.

ASDA Booth Attracts New Members

A total of 19 new members joined Helvetia during the ASDA
show in New York Nov . 17-19, where the society shared a booth with the
Swiss PTT . Three former members gained reinstatement by paying delin-
quent dues . The successful recruiting helped drive active membership
to an even 100 at this writing.

President Steve Pomex, who handled all arrangements for
the booth, decorated it with a gigantic reproduction of the 1941 His-
torical Series stamp showing William Tell with a cross bow, Scott #
271, which the society is adopting as its official symbol . The society
also introduced at ASDA a new membership recruiting brochure describ-
ing its programs and services . The real highlight of the show, how-
ever, may well have been the drenching that the Helvetia booth re-
ceived on the second day when a leak appeared in the roof directly
overhead .

Among the substantial group of members who assisted Steve
at the booth, three in particular deserve special mention . Aaron
Grantz of New York helped set up the booth before ASDA opened and was
on hand during parts of all three show days . On Saturday Gerald Dia-
mond of New Jersey and Robert Ross of New York signed up many of the
new members . Others who assisted were Aaron Rosenberg, Harlan Stone,
George Wettach and Walter Reimann of New Jersey and Jacques and Milli-
cent Simpson, Robert Scheuermann and Edward Hochuli of New York . Other
members who visited ASDA included John Baresch and Jan Donker of
Massachusetts . Ernest Kehr of New York, who represents the Swiss PTT
in the U .S ., arranged for its participation and informational handouts.

Nominating Committee to Report

A three-member nominating committee, selected at the No-
vember meeting, will propose candidates for the society's 1973 offi-
cers at the Dec . 19 meeting . Serving on the committee are Edward Ho-
chuli, Robert Scheuermann and Werner Vogel . Elected officers at pres-
ent include the president, vice president, secretary, treasurer and
librarian . All other positions are filled by presidential appoint-
ments .
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Annual Christmas Dinner Cancelled

The annual Helvetia Christmas dinner, scheduled at the No-
vember meeting for Dec . 9, was cancelled early this month . George Wet-
tach, chairman of arrangements, reported that lack of interest and con-
flicts left less than half a dozen New York metropolitan area members
available to attend the event . This is the first lapse in a tradition
that goes back many years . During the dormant period of the society,
from 1957 to 1966, members in northern New Jersey continued to hold
this diner . This annual social gathering was an important factor lead-
ing to the reorganization of the society and the resumption of monthly
meetings in 1967.

New Year Means New Dues

"Phase II" of the Helvetia Society's changeover to place all
business and operational matters on a calendar basis has arrived . Dues
of $3 a year are in order from all members who have not paid in advance.
Any member whose copy of this newsletter bears a cross above the front-
page shield owes this amount . All payments should go to thesociety's
treasurer, George Wettach, 17-20 Well Drive, Fair Lawn, N .J . 07410.

"Phase I" of the changeover from the previous September-to-June
schedule began last fall, when the society collected $1 dues for the last
four months of this year . Members who are late in paying their 1973 dues
may miss copies of the monthly newsletter, as did those who were tardy
in Phase I.

Plans for BEPEX Exhibits Progress

Special first, second and third place Helvetia awards for Swiss
or Liechtenstein displays at the annual BEPEX exhibition in Bergen County,
N.J., next March 9-11 were approved at the November meeting . Any exhibitor,
regardless of whether he is a member of Helvetia, can compete for the a-
wards with either eight pages (one frame) or 16 pages (two frames) . Pur-
pose of the project is to encourage Helvetia members to enter the exhibition.
As soon as entry blanks are available from BEPEX, copies will be mailed to
all members.

NOJEX Benefits Described

A monthly publication with chapter news, monthly circuit books
of stamps and free use of exhibition frames are among the NOJEX membership
benefits described at the November Helvetia meeting by Gerard Neufeld, a
NOJEX director . In return, NOJEX would solicit volunteers from Helvetia
to help organize and conduct its major annual exhibit in October, he said.
At present the North Jersey Federated Stamp Clubs has 23 chapters with a
total of about 700 members . NOJEX's initiation fee is $10 and annual dues
$5 . Helvetia members will vote at the Dec . 19 meeting whether to join.

News Briefs

The Dec . 19 meeting program on Swiss flight covers will not be
a repeat performance . Gerald Diamond, the speaker, was unable to appear
at the November meeting because of illness.

Members are reminded to send all correspondence involving the
monthly mail auctions to Steve Pomex, whose address appears at the head
of this newsletter . Last month two members mailed their bids to the editor,
who forwarded them to Steve .
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Three additional projects to solicit more new members are
under consideration . One is a Swiss PTT stamp display at the Swiss
National Tourist Office on Fifth Ave . in New York . A second is the dis-
tribution of the society's new brochure at various philatelic exhibitions
throughout the U .S . The third is preparation of a list of all American
Philatelic Society members who are collectors of Switzerland.

The appearance of the name of President Steve Pomex as asso-
ciate editor at the head of this newsletter is belated recognition of
his substantial efforts on behalf of the monthly publication . Since the
September issue he has prepared the auction listings and dealer adver-
tisements that have filled as many as six of the 10 pages.

Standing Helvetia 1882-1907
by George W . Caldwell

(Reprinted from Helvetia Bulletin of September 1953)
Continued from November 1972

PERFORATIONS - Due to long use, the perforation holes became
worn and it was necessary to replace the pins, each replacement being of
larger diameter than the previous ones . This added further perforation
varieties .

The perforating as well as the gumming of this issue was done
in the Bern Mint.

VARIETIES - Due to the softness of the plates and the long period
during which these stamps were current, many printing varieties are avail-
able -- worn plates, worn spots, scratches, cracks, etc . To prolong the
use of the plates many of these spots were retouched . It is interesting to
secure specimens showing worn spots, and other impressions showing these
spots corrected. Double impressions are known, but many of these are rather
scarce . Creased paper added a further variety . To one interested in shades,
this issue offers a very fertile field with rich rewards.

POSTMARKS - The most common postmarks on this issue are the
double circle types with which all collectors of Swiss stamps are familiar.
Occasionally, however, we meet with the single circle and also the Douane
or customs type . There are found occasionally, though rarely, the old
single line town so familiar to collectors of Strubeli . Postmarks of the
Swiss offices in foreign countries are found on this issue and form a very
interesting study.

ESSAYS and PROOFS - Very few of these are known . A so-called
proof frequently found on the market and sold as genuine is what might be
called the unofficial Paris reprint . These are in a wide gamut of shades
and colors and on various papers, such as white wove, vertical and
horizontal laid, and on card. They were printed by a Parisian who had purchased
the plates from Girardet after his printing contract had expired . They
consist of the 25 and 40 centime type II, and are of no real value other
than as curiosities . Contemporary essays showing the influence of this
Helvetia design sometimes come on the market.

COLOR CHANGES - The postal rates during the period under study
remained fixed and therefore color changes were very few . The most
important was the interchange of the 25 green and the 50 blue in connection
with a ruling of the Universal Postal Union in its congress at Washington
in 1897, whereby green was standardized for the domestic postal card rate,
red for the international postal card rate and blue for a single inter-
national letter rate . The only stamps of this issue affected by that rul-
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ing were the 25 and 50 mentioned above and a simple interchange of colors
was made . One other change should be noted -- the one franc lilac to car-
mine . This change was made in an effort to improve the appearance of this
denomination.

WATERMARKS - The so-called watermark "cross in oval " is not
strictly a watermark . This mark was impressed in the paper after the
sheets came from the printing press, and before being gummed . It is found
in two types, The original plate, after 12 years of use, became very much
worn, and was replaced in 1894 by a new plate . The proportions of the arms
of the cross differ between these two types, the second type having the
proportions prescribed by law of the Federal Assembly . In the second type
the complete width of the cross is 2/10 of a millimeter longer and the
individual arms of the cross 3/10 of a millimeter narrower than in type
one . The distance between the oval lines in type two is slightly more than
one half that of type one . In 1905 paper containing a natural watermark
in the form of the Swiss cross was placed in use.

Generally speaking, the Standing Helvetia is one of the most in-
teresting of Swiss issues . It lends itself well to specialization and is
well within the reach of the average collector.

The End

Switzerland's 1919-1923 Provisional Airmail Issues
By Maurice Tripet

(Reprinted from Helvetia Bulletin of August-September 1950)
Continued from November 1972

The second and only other stamp of the 1908 postage issued to
be overprinted for airmail use was the 30 centime brown . The same die and
process, as used for the 50 centime, was followed for the 30c ., of which
180,000 were overprinted.

This stamp was to be used for airmail service between Lorrach
(Basel) and Frankfurt a/M beginning on Nov . 11, 1920 . Mail was to be car-
ried by the German Aeronautic Co . of Oos near Baden-Baden.

This was announced by the Swiss P .T .T . Order #165, dated Nov.
13, 1920, which is two days after the service started and the stamp was
on sale .

Any type of mail could be carried by air from Switzerland.
There were no weight restrictions and 30 centimes covered the airmail
fee . All additional fees were paid by postage stamps . Furthermore, the
30c . air fee did not have to be paid with the special stamp but could be
covered by an ordinary stamp in this amount.

This order also announced that the first day sale of the 30c.
air stamp was to be directed by each individual postal district and not
under the general supervision of the P .T .T . at Berne . Thus it is impos-
sible to determine the first day of sale for each district . It is known
that on the day of the first flight, the 30c . air stamp was on sale in
Basel . First flight covers with this stamp are exceedingly rare . It seems
that the postal regulations for this 30c . air fee were for only one stamp
to cover this charge . Thus only one was accepted on a card or letter.

The stamps were cancelled upon departure in the ordinary man-
ner . As all mail went to Frankfurt a/M, Germany, only registered mail was
backstamped there with the date of arrival . No indication is shown of the



method of transportation.

This service was very short-lived, lasting only three months
and three days . It was discontinued on Jan . 14, 1921 . The unsold re-
mainders were disposed of in the exact manner as the 50c . stamps.

Both of these provisional airmail stamps were demonetized on
March 1, 1923, when new ones were ready for use . They remained on sale
up to this latter date.

Flown covers with the 30c . air stamp are particularly scarce.
Many flights were postponed on account of bad weather, and the mail for-
warded by ordinary means, and the late arrival at Basel was not recorded
between Nov . 11, 1920, and Jan . 14, 1921 . This stamp on cover after Jan.
14, 1921, should have little interest for the aerophilatelist, because
on mail after this date it never could have gone by air, but by surface
mail only .

However, there are a few exceptions when the 30c . stamp was
used on some special flights which are listed below . Covers with this
usage were prepared in Switzerland, franked either with a single, pair
or blocks, and sent by regular mail to the point from which these spe-
cial flights started . It is possible to also find the 50c . stamp on
some of these special flights.

1. Basel - Frankfurt a/M, 112 0 - 1/11/21
2. Strassbourg - Prague, 11/22/20 ; Warsaw, 6/21/21

Vienna - Budapest, 5/1/22 ; Bucharest, 9/15/22
Constantinople, 9/30/22

3. Toulouse - Tanger, 1 1/23 ; Rabat - Casablanca, 11/19/20
4. Paris - London, 1/1/22
5. Cairo - Bagdad, 3/2/22
6. Koenigsberg - Memel - Riga, 6/1/22 ; Reval, 9/15/22
7. Koenigsberg - Moscow, 7/1/22
8. Koenigsberg - Kaunus - Riga, 9/15 22
9. Geneva - Zurich - Constance, 6/1/22 ; Nuremberg, 6/1/22

Known varieties of the overprint are:

	

50c .

	

1 . Heavy printing showing through back of stamp.
2. White ring on lower propeller blade.
3. Broken propeller (lower tip).
4. Broken hub between left wing and lower propeller blade.
5. Part of left wing missing.

	

30c .

	

1 . Broken hub between left wing and upper propeller blade.

Many forgeries of the overprint on both of the provisional
air mail stamps exist . They are mostly all very crudely done and no at-
tempt will be made to describe them here . It is not known how many dif-
ferent types of forgeries exist, but one reference collection has 15.

As for cancellations, favor or cancelled-to-order ones are fre-
quently found, some with dates as late as 1932, many years after the
stamps were demonetized . Also, the writer owns a block of 10 cancelled
May 8, 1919, 25 days before the use of more than one 50c . air stamp per
letter was authorized, proving it a philatelic or favor cancel.

(To Be Continued)
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.Closing Date= 12/28/72

	

HELVETIA AUCTION #5

	

Closing Date=Thursday December 28, 197
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